
TESC - Spring At Home Training Plan U11 – HS Players 

All the following activities should be suitable to be done individually or with a partner if somebody within the 
family can help (perhaps a sibling, parent.  Please check in with your coaches via the APP with comments, 
videos, etc…. We will create some challenges each week to make things creative and competitive.   

Do at least twice (three times is better) a week (e.g. Tu/Thu/Sat).  The majority of these activities have been 
done in the past and we have some videos on the club website for examples:  

Players Zone - http://www.elmhurstsoccer.com/Page.asp?n=20568&org=elmhurstsoccer.com  

Minimize down time in between activities to keep good intensity throughout. Total time should be ~1hr and 
15min for a session 

Warm-up: 15 min. Dynamic Warm Up with the FIFA 11 - KNVB routine, two times each exercise; be creative 
for those moves that require a partner if you have to do it on your own. Use cones if you have or anything else 
available to you; if nothing available, ‘visualize’ the cones in your head. 

Agility/Coordination: 15-20 min. Use an agility ladder if available; alternatively, draw an ‘agility ladder’ on the 
driveway with chalk (a la hopscotch). Two/three times each move. Vary the sequence to fill the 15-20 minutes; 
take rests as needed, but keep high intensity as much as you can.  

High knees forward and high knees lateral to right, to left  
‘Icky’ shuffle forward and ‘icky’ shuffle backwards  
lateral in/out to left, to right, in/out forward, in/out backward  
lateral scissor hops to left, to right  
hopscotch forward and hopscotch backwards  
single leg hops left only and right only  
slalom jumps and double slalom jumps 
lateral scissors with lunges to the left and to the right  
  
Ball Mastery: 15-20 min. I-soccer like moves. Use cone as opponent or partner with no pressure, or limited 
pressure only.  
Start with 50 ball touches with each move, twice each move. Increase to 60, 70, … touches as you get better. 
Take ~30 sec rest in between sets if no partner; rest alternating with partner if you have one.  
 
Pull/push with laces  
Side-to-side with right foot only, left foot only; side-to-side using both feet  
Side-to-side drag and v-figure drag.  
 
Dribbling and drag turn away from (passive) defender (partner or cone) 
Dribble and drag around (semi passive) defender/partner (passive cone if no partner)  
Do lean/take fake, scissors, anything else creative instead of ball drag.  
 
Passing in pairs or against a wall 
2 – touch – control/receive and pass – alternating feet 
1 – touch – passing in pairs/wall 
Adding in dribbling sequence around cones and passing, volleys, etc…. be creative and have fun. 
 



CONTINUED for U13 – HS Players Age groups 

U13 – HS Players - Explosivity Preparation Exercises: 10-15 min. Long sprints gradually becoming shorter and 
higher reps to build hamstrings and thighs for explosive action; essential to avoid muscle injuries once we get 
into real soccer games. Start with longest distance/lowest reps; move to shorter distance/higher reps every 
week as you make progress. 

6 sprints, 60 yards, 60% speed, 60 sec rest in between – Day 1 
7 sprints, 50 yards, 70% speed, 50 sec rest in between – Day 2 
8 sprints, 40 yards, 80% speed, 40 sec rest in between – Day 3 
9 sprints, 30 yards, 90% speed, 30 sec rest in between – Day 4 
10 sprints, 20 yards, 100% speed, 20 sec rest in between – Day 5 
  
In -Between Training: For those days between ‘trainings’, do a 3 mile run starting with ~12 min/mile pace or 
slower if you need (some will be able to go much faster); however, try to run without stopping to help build 
aerobic capacity. Keep same distance but increase pace as you progress. Two runs a week would be a great 
complement to the other activities.  
  
Soccer On TV: Finally, watch soccer games on TV. There are plenty of games being replayed currently from the 
Women and Men World Cups and other high level competitions; watch some of these as time permits. 


